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A NEW TECHNOLOGICAL APPROACH 
TO MONEY LAUNDERING DISCOVERY 

USING ANALYTICAL SQL SERVER

Abstract: In the paper a new idea of system architecture for money laundering discovery is pre-
sented. The considerations relate to the software platform, called SART Analytical SQL Server, that 
was used to build complete anti-money laundering (AML) applications. This software platform is 
based on the data warehouse technology and contains advanced analytical functions, OLAP and data 
mining methods. Architecture and main functionalities of the SART system have been demonstrated 
using data coming from a bank information system. Our study will demonstrate how to build data 
warehouse structures to identify suspicious transactions and objects, based on the concepts of multi-
dimensional, heterogenic ROLAP cubes and transaction chains. In conclusion, the advantages of the 
proposed solution are summed up in the context of new trends in OLAP as well as in Business Intel-
ligence research and development.

1. Introduction

New regulations and directives in the EU countries that are currently under 
development engage all financial institutions to implement efficient methods and 
tools in order to prevent money laundering. The problem remains open in spite of 
large number of research work [Alexander 2007; Unger 2007; Zdanowicz 2004] and 
software solutions (SART1, DiMon2, SPERT3). According to the Financial Action 

1 SART – System for Analysis and Registration of Transactions (in Polish: System Analiz 
i Rejestracji Transakcji – SART), AML software based on Analytical SQL Server developed by 
TETA SA Company.

2 DiMon – Polish AML software developed by Signity Company.
3 SPERT – Polish AML software developed by BSB Company.
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Task Force (FATF) money launderers use increasingly sophisticated techniques to 
provide advice and assistance in laundering criminal funds [Schott 2006]. from 
economic point of view, money laundering is now one of the world’s largest trades 
(Financial Crimes Enforcement Network). Therefore the research on new computa-
tional and intelligent techniques to discover money laundering transactions becomes 
critical [Kingdon 2004; Zdanowicz 2004]. 

The important factor of the efficiency of money laundering detection are tech-
niques and methods applied in bank information systems [The Forty Recommenda-
tions 2004]. however, existing solutions concerning discovering money laundering 
transactions show a number of weaknesses, notably:

frequently, such systems are not built on data warehouse technology; –
systems do not support advanced tools for analysing transaction chains; –
lack of support for efficient identification of suspected objects, particularly in  –
the layer of data warehouse structures;
finally, there is no uniform model for defined and archived analysis as well as for  –
constructing scenarios of analyses.
Analysis of legislation in this area as well as technical and organizational situ-

ation in the banks indicate the necessity to develop new technological solutions for 
financial information systems. Before we introduce our view on this matter let us 
recall the concept of “money laundering”. There is a large number of definitions 
[Muller 2007; palermo Convention, http://www.undcp.org/adhoc/palermo/convma-
in.html]. According to the Directive 2005/60/EC of the European parliament [Direc-
tive 2005] “money laundering” shall be understood as:

“the conversion or transfer of property, knowing that such property is derived  –
from criminal activity or from an act of participation in such activity, for the 
purpose of concealing or disguising the illicit origin of the property or of as-
sisting any person who is involved in the commission of such activity to evade 
the legal consequences of his action;
the concealment or disguise of the true nature, source, location, disposition,  –
movement, rights with respect to, or ownership of property, knowing that such 
property is derived from criminal activity or from an act of participation in such 
activity;
the acquisition, possession or use of property, knowing, at the time of receipt,  –
that such property was derived from criminal activity or from an act of partici-
pation in such activity;
participation in, association to commit, attempts to commit and aiding, abetting,  –
facilitating and counselling the commission of any of the actions mentioned in 
the foregoing points.”
The above Directive concerns credit and financial institutions, auditors, tax  

advisers, notaries, real estate advisers, casinos, and other natural and legal persons 
engaged in goods trading that involves payments made in cash to the amount of 
EUr 15000 or more. 
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This paper is aimed at presenting new approach to solving the above mentioned 
weaknesses of commercially available AML software technology. Firstly, we will 
demonstrate the idea of integrating application layer of AML system with OLAP 
data warehouse that in sequence is used for advanced analysis, including chains 
of transactions. Secondly, we will also point out the aspect of identifying analysed 
subjects including structures of OLAP data warehouse. Thirdly, we will describe 
the aspect of creating and archiving analyses, and building scenarios of analyses. 
We will discuss only financial institutions, but the proposed solution can easily be 
adapted to other types of activities. In conclusion of the paper, we will quote major 
characteristics of the system, showing how SART can be useful in discovering mo-
ney laundering transactions.

This paper is divided into five sections. Section 2 will describe several areas that 
relate to AML system design, notably legislative aspects, methodological and func-
tional issues. In section 3 technology of new Analytical Server SQL will be detailed. 
Server is supposed to be a foundation for AML Systems4. Functional specifications 
of AML SART system will be provided in section 4. The last section is a summary 
of ongoing project and describes future research on AML SART system.

2. Fundamental aspects of AML system design
Advanced information system for financial institutions dedicated to discovering 

money laundering operations should consider three main areas: 
legislative area, related to money laundering legislations, –
methodological area that concerns specificity of the problem solving and hetero- –
geneity of data and information, and 
functional area, related to quality and performance of applied tools.  –
Legislative area
As the European Parliament has approved new legal regulations later published 

in [Alexander 2007; Directive 2005], poland, being a Member State of the European 
Union, has introduced laws prohibiting introducing into financial turnover proper-
ty derived from illegal sources, and counter-financing of terrorism [The Minister 
of finance regulation 2001; Directive 2005; Draft 2008]. New regulations support 
previous legislation in preventing and fighting money laundering which is a result of 
new requirements for registering transactions that exceed 15000 Euros. regulations 
introduce range of new duties for financial institutions. When viewed from the per-
spective of bank information system, the risk of money laundering is currently one 
of the most important challenges [Draft 2008; Muller et al. (Eds.) 2007]. 

Methodological area
Main goal of information system that would prevent money laundering is to 

implement a method of managing risk evaluation of money laundering. Counter-
measures against such practices are carried out in financial institutions on many 
levels in respective processes as well as in areas regarding heterogeneity of data 

4 AML Systems – software dedicated to Anti-Money Laundering (AML).
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model [Alexander 2007; Unger, Busuioc 2007]. It is also advisable to pay attention 
to those issues in the context of analytical models of risk applied in banks. 

Majority of models for risk analysis in finance (e.g. risk of rate of currency, 
credit risk, risk of liquidity, etc.) involve evaluating only a part of measurable valu-
es (e.g. rate of currency, value of credit, etc.) with respect to the scope of analysis. 
When risk of money laundering is considered not only definite value, but rather 
a specific feature called risk of money laundering, usually associated with different 
areas of bank operations, should be taken into account. Therefore, new solutions for 
money laundering risk have to be defined for various financial areas.

In terms of system scope, new solutions should fulfil the following conditions:
identification of money laundering risks that take into consideration multidi- –
mensional structure of problems and heterogeneous character of data, 
identification and clustering of business areas where money laundering might  –
occur,
establishing risk weighting within analysed business areas, –
uniform way of evaluating money laundering risk within analysed business   –
areas (e.g. client, groups of clients, accounts, groups of accounts, products, etc.). 
Functional area
Tools applied for data storage and analysis must be designed suitably to the  

scale of the problem. In particular, designers have to pay attention to the fact that 
all transactions should be subjected by bank in long term time horizon, that can be 
translated directly to data volume designed for storage. Therefore, use of OLAP data 
warehouse with appropriate software oriented towards Business Intelligence and 
Computational Intelligence [Turban et al. 2005] becomes necessary [Inmon 2005; 
Zdanowicz 2004; Wrembel, Koncilia 2006]. 

Choosing hardware and software solutions, designers can consider capability 
of mirroring in the data warehouse and software tools that have to apply specific to 
financial institutions’ oLAp data structures [Wrembel, Koncilia 2006], such as the 
structure of bank organization; General Ledger, risk profile, etc. Above mentioned 
structures exist in bank activities in the form of non-uniform hierarchy of objects. 
Hence, it is difficult to determine exact representation of these objects in the data-
bases, in data warehouses and tools, and sometimes it might even be impossible 
[Inmon 2005; Turban et al. 2005; Wrembel, Koncilia 2006]. 

Another technological limitation is related to lack of support for processing 
chains of objects, in other words sequences of financial transactions. Analysis of 
chains of transactions is one of the fundamental functions in preventing money 
laundering. Proposed solution concerns an extension of data warehouse model that 
allows to analyse effectively chains of bank transactions. 

3. Description of Analytical SQL Server

The proposed Analytical SQL Server is one of the first integrated systems on 
the market. Analytical SQL Server’s main applications include systems belonging 
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to the class of Business Intelligence, such as financial applications (e.g. controlling, 
budgeting, forecasting activity, MiFID), banking trade (BASEL II, AML), insuran-
ces (Solvency II), industrial applications, medicine and health services. Extensions 
of Business Intelligence concern relational OLAP (ROLAP) with full support for 
multidimensional data processing (MOLAP). Integration of these two technologies 
(ROLAP and MOLAP) is directly transposed into facility of modelling and proces-
sing multidimensional data using standard SQL interface. This is rarely available 
in other solutions. System presented in the paper, called SART, is an example of 
solution where OLAP model has been built on non-uniform dimensions, and more 
specifically on Chart of Accounts.

Server’s functional architecture has been schematically shown on Figure 1. 

SQL SERVER

SQL Vector Engine 

SQL Extension
Business Intelligence

SQL Extension
Analytic Intelligence

Fact tables
(classical and vectorized)

Hierarchical Tables
(ROLAP Dimensions)

ROLAP Cubes

ROLAP DataMart Cubes 
(Vectorized  ROLAP Objects)

Linear  Algebra

Statistics, Econometry

Linear Programming

Additional Analytical
Extensions

Figure 1. Architecture of Analytical SQL Server

Extensions of Analytical SQL Server allow also to use advanced analysis based 
on mathematical and statistical models. Similar to Business Intelligence features, 
the extensions of Computational Intelligence are built-in in the database manage-
ment system and are available through standard SQL interface. This feature is also 
not found in currently commercialized systems.

During designing Analytical SQL Server a lot of attention has been directed to 
the system performance which resulted in very high efficiency of data processing. 
In one of the largest data warehouses (imported data concerned period of 14 months) 
all multidimensional analyses were performed within duration of time that did not 
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exceed 10 seconds, where 98% analyses were carried out in less than 5 seconds. 
Above mentioned technological properties of Analytical SQL Server make imple-
mentation of data warehouses with advanced data analysis a low risk task, and allow 
to achieve very easily full user requirements.

Homogeneity of analytical system offered by Analytical SQL has also consider-
able influence on reducing license fees and implementation costs, because it does 
not require payment for third-party licenses as well as reducing integration cost 
related to different tools and systems (e.g. DBMS and statistical programmes).

4. SART as implementation of AML software based on  
Analytical SQL Server

In order to meet banking sector’s requirements TETA SA has developed System 
of Analysis and Registration of Transaction, called SART. This is a complete and 
integrated analytical suite, fully compliant with the Draft Act requirements [Draft 
2008]. SArT is a modular system composed of twelve modules, schematically 
shown in figure 2. 

SART

Personal Data
Register

Entity Data
Register

Customers
and Actual

Beneficiaries
Register

Reporting

Data Import/
Export Module

Transaction
Register

Account
Register

Customer
Assessment

Customer
Behaviour
Monitoring

Transactions
Register
for GIIF

Bank 
Transactions

Analysis
Module

Risk Analysis

figure 2. Major modules in SArT system

Modules support essential functionalities of the system, more specifically: 
Data Import and Export; –
Data Registers; –
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Object Group Management Module; –
Reporting Module; –
Analysis Module; –
Transactions Register for GIIF (General Inspector for Financial Information)  –
Module.
Data Import and Export Modules provide an interface for uploading or saving 

data from different sources (SQL database, MS Office/Open Office files, text files, 
XML, WebService, etc.). This functionality provides also immediate information 
at the General Inspector’s request. It should be noted that SART fully supports data 
import from the DefBank system in relation to banking transactions (transaction 
details), General Ledger and customers.

Data Registers assure two main functions:
they support identification of properties required by the Draft Act and connected  –
to the Responsible Institution’s business (customer’s properties, actual benefi-
ciary’s properties, business entity’s properties, etc.);
they enable categorisation of transaction-related events and are used for moni- –
toring money flow, customer and actual beneficiary behaviour analysis, money 
laundering, financing terrorism and risk analysis.
Basic set of registers contains:

Personal Data Register collects data concerning individuals involved in fi-
nancial transactions.

Entity Data Register contains data relating to entities involved in finan-
cial transactions.

Customers Register and  
Actual Beneficiaries Register

identifies customers and actual beneficiaries in 
the context of transaction register and banking 
transactions analysis. The two registers are closely 
connected with the Personal Data Register and the 
Entity Data Register.

Bank Account Register contains bank accounts connected with the Cus-
tomers Register and the Actual Beneficiaries Re-
gister.

Transaction Register contains all transactions processed by the institu-
tion, together with FX rates.

Object Group Management Module provides comprehensive model for creat-
ing and managing groups of objects, in particular:

black and white list of customers and individual customer groups; –
black and white list of bank accounts and individual account groups; –
customers, actual beneficiaries and high-profiled individuals. –
Depending on client’s requirements the group model can be modified according 

to individual needs. The system can be upgraded with new group models (e.g. busi-
ness customer groups, bank product groups, etc.).
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Reporting Module offers extensive reporting facilities allowing the user to 
present data according to user’s preferences. This functionality has been achieved 
through ASQL Business Classes – an innovative solution enabling to convert intri-
cate SQL database attribute classes to user-oriented classes (e.g. customer, account, 
beneficiary) and analytical rules (appropriately to carry out analyses with intuitive 
graphical user interfaces). SART reporting module also provides unique ability to 
save generated reports in a repository of the system, and then use the reports in 
analysis as an extra data source. Thanks to ASQL Business Classes all reports can 
be automatically labelled on the basis of the context they are used in. Thus, when 
looking through archived reports we have an access to complete information on 
every single report.

Analysis Module. Apart from the existing requirements regarding bank trans-
actions analysis, the Draft Act introduces new requirements concerning monitoring 
of customer behaviour and customer assessment based on risk analysis. Currently 
system provides the following analysis:
Bank Transactions Analysis 
Module

enables detection of suspicious and linked transac-
tions as well as money flow analysis.

Customer Behaviour  
Monitoring

contains set of customer behaviour analyses. The 
module can also be used in “Know your Client” 
(KyC) programmes.

Risk Analysis contains risk analyses attributed to customers, ac-
tual beneficiaries and bank transactions.

Customer Assessment provides multi-level and multi-context customer as-
sessment on the basis of scoring models.

As in its previous version, Bank Transactions Analysis Module in SART is based 
on analytical rules grouped into four categories: selection, aggregation, clustering 
and transactions chains. It is worthwhile to mention that SART, as the only system 
on the market, offers an advanced analysis of linked transactions (regulatory re-
quirement). Bank Transactions Analysis Module may also save analysis results and 
then use them as data sources in analyses scenarios.

Customer Behaviour Monitoring analyses have been based on the data ware-
house of bank transactions stored in the Transactions Register. The analysis produces 
qualitative and quantitative data on bank transactions in the context of the customer, 
actual beneficiary and linked transactions (in relation to accounts, customers and 
actual beneficiaries). Bank transactions analyses are performed in the context of 
the bank’s General Ledger, hence there is no need to categorise transactions in the 
SART system again (the categorisation is imposed by the General Ledger).

Risk Analysis Module provides tools for modelling risks connected with suspi-
cious and linked transactions in relation to customers and current beneficiaries. 
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Customer Assessment Module is designed to facilitate decisions regarding cu-
stomer assessment in the context of various bank operations and on the basis of risk 
analysis. The module operates on the basis of scoring sheet model.

Transactions Register for GIFI (General Inspector for Financial Infor-
mation) Module is compliant with the Minister of finance regulation of the 21st 
September, 2001, concerning data transfer to the General Inspector for financial 
Information.

To resume SART system, in relation to current legislations and business require-
ments, it meets all the basic criteria for modern AML systems, notably:

modularity and scalability of the system functions; –
system integrity at the conceptual and logical levels (the full integration of the  –
various data models);
simple rules of system implementation and ease of use; –
high system performance that allows to carry out data analyses almost in real  –
time.

5. Case study: Selected aspects of SART system implementation  
in commercial bank

Defining the problem
In this section we will demonstrate several aspects of AML SART system im-

plementation in one of the Polish banks. In the project, four main business require-
ments have been specified by the client: 

creating coherent data repository formed as multidimensional data warehouse,  –
fed by bank’s information systems and external data sources, enabling to start 
analyses preventing money laundering;
automatic merging bank decrees into forms of transactions in accordance with  –
the definition included in the Act; 
parametrisation of SART analytical modules that include set of parameters that  –
enable to select bank transactions in accordance with the Act requirements  
taking linked transactions into consideration; 
creation of Transaction Register GIIF in accordance with the Act. –
It might seem that it is a typical task related to data warehouse design using 

OLAP and functions that operate on multidimensional data structures. However, 
preliminary analysis carried out in the bank showed that the problem is more com-
plex than initially thought. Preliminary works have demonstrated that: 

data concerning transactions carried in the bank are stored as defined in Gene- –
ral Ledger, but this model is not adequate with the specification of transactions 
included in the Act; 
data warehouse model must include heterogeneous dimension of Bank’s General  –
Ledger and allow to identify each single analysed object;
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OLAP cubes must aggregate data including heterogeneous dimension of Gene- –
ral Ledger; it means that granularity of aggregation should be defined on each 
of the dimension levels, and each of the Cartesian product defined by the OLAP 
cube measurements should be able to be identified; 
analyses included in SART must take into consideration all operations carried in  –
bank’s accounting system;
system must take into account volume of data, up to 400 thousand records rela- –
ting to bank operations (accounting decrees and ELIXIR announcements) can 
be processed on daily basis; 
system must be ready to implement new functionalities included in the Draft  –
Act, without the necessity to introduce important changes in data warehouse 
model.
Undoubtedly the biggest challenge that SArT system had to face was the defi-

nition of data warehouse model and OLAP cubes that would take into account hete-
rogeneous dimension of General Ledger. It is worthwhile mentioning that presently 
used data warehouse models do not take into account heterogeneous dimensions in 
their specification. The example of differences between homogeneous and heteroge-
neous dimensions is illustrated in Figures 3A and 3B.

Figure 3A. A homogeneous dimension of data warehouse (consistent with the classical model 
for data warehouse) where each class of dimension: Time, year, Quarter, Month, Day has 

a homogeneous structure of the hierarchy
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Figure 3B. Heterogeneous data warehouse dimensions where each class of dimension:  
General Ledger (PK – in Polish Plan Kont), Synthetical Account (KS – in Polish Konto 

Syntetyczne), Analytical Account (KA – in Polish Konto Analityczne)  
may have a heterogeneous structure of the hierarchy

In Figure 3B the heterogeneity can be recognised in two encircled dimensions 
that differ in terms of the structure of the hierarchy. For example, Figure 3B marked 
heterogeneity of the hierarchy: 

Green colour (marked as 1): 
PK “General Ledger”,  –
KS “operations involving cash and interbank operations”,  –
KS “Kasa”,  –
KS “Cash (banknotes and coins)”, –
KA “Cash in hand GBP”. –
red colour (marked as 2): 
PK “Chart of Account”,  –
KS “operations involving cash and interbank operations”, –
KS “Kasa”, –
KS “bankers’ cheques”, –
KS “foreign bankers’ cheques”, –
KS “bankers’ cheques, foreign currency”, KA “bankers’ cheques in USD” –
Hence, we can see that both hierarchical structures: 
[pK, KS, KS, KS, KA] for a KA “Cash in hand GBp (ID: 339 in column KNT_ID);  –
[pK, KS, KS, KS, KS, KS, KA] for a KA “foreign bankers’ cheques in U.S.  –
dollars” (ID: 363 in column KNT_ID)

are different from each other in terms of the structure of the hierarchy. 
Another issue that had to be included in SART concerned the requirements to 

identify all analysed objects (including warehouse measurements and Cartesian 
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products of OLAP cubes). Technically speaking, it is rather OLAP implementation 
problem that is currently solved in two ways: by description of data included in 
data warehouse and OLAP via metadata (e.g. XML) or by direct identification of 
objects included in data warehouse and OLAP. The problem can be described using 
evaluation of OLAP cube as an example. On the basis of information obtained from 
bank’s production systems, the following basic measurements of data warehouse 
dimensions have been assumed: bank’s General Ledger 60 000 entries, bank custo-
mers 500 000 entries, the duration of operations 3600 entries (10 years), number of 
measures in OLAP cube is 5.

Approximate calculation of OLAP cube’s5 size indicated that it would not be 
possible to apply a solution that would store OLAP data without compression – ap-
proximate size of oLAp cube of 230.2 pB exceeds considerably size of disc matri-
xes available on the market and which could be applied (up to 10 TB) considering 
project’s budget. 

Another specific task that must have been completed in SART system was the de-
livery of functionality that would allow to merge the decrees into bank. This pro cess 
was to enable transformation of data saved as accounting decrees (list of endorse-
ment operations along with DEBIT and CrEDIT) [figure 7A] into a form of bank 
transaction (source and destination accounts, and transaction amount) [figure 7B].  
It is worthwhile emphasising that such functionality should integrate information 
coming from General Ledger dimension (identifier of source and destination ac-
count of bank transaction) in order to maintain the consistency of data between bank 
transactions table and facts table (decrees) of data warehouse. 

SART Data Warehouse
In case described here, data warehouse has been supplied by three different IT 

systems that make six sources of data available. From bank’s General Ledger the 
following data are acquired: data relating to the bank’s customers, bank’s Gene-
ral Ledger, NRB accounts and Documents’ Journal reports (accounting operations 
endorsement). ELIXIR system announcements are acquired from the system of fi-
nancial instruments settlement made between the participants of financial market 
ELIXIR® and completed by the bank. WEB Service of Polish National Bank (www.
nbp.gov.pl) provides central bank exchange rates that are then loaded. Additionally 
in data warehouse there is Time dimension implemented in the form of hierarchy 
including the following time sub-dimensions: year, Quarter, Month, Day. 

Data coming from the individual sources are loaded into SART system via im-
port tables and then integrated into one coherent repository of data that includes 
data warehouse measurements (clients, General Ledger, exchange rate), facts table 

5 Approximate number of entries in oLAp cube was: 60 000 ×500 000 × 3600 × 5 = 0.54*1015. 
Considering the minimum size of data stored in oLAp cube (4 bytes dimension identifier, 8 bytes 
measure’s value) this value should increase by 3×4×5×8 = 480 times that is 259.2*1015 data bytes 
(23 5741TB, 230.2 pB). Above presented calculations do not take into account the size of oLAp cube 
data table indexes. 
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(decrees) and auxiliary tables (NRB numbers, ELIXIR announcements). It is im-
portant to notice that model of data loading is completed in accordance with ELT 
convention (Extract-Load-Transform), thus allowing for considerable flexibility of 
system in the aspect of data source identification and full control over the process of 
data warehouse loading.

OLAP support in SART system
The solution that has been implemented links the data warehouse scheme with 

multidimensional OLAP cube with the following characteristics:
OLAP cube model: partial, multidimensional, incremental OLAP ASQL cube; –
OLAP cube’s dimensions: time dimension, clients, General Ledger; –
5 OLAP cube’s measures. –
Partial, multidimensional, incremental OLAP ASQL cube defines model of 

OLAP cube in which only ensuing facts from the facts table (incomplete) along with 
all overriding sub-dimensions of given dimension (multidimensional) are calculated 
in incremental manner (only new facts are calculated). The concept of “multidimen-
sional OLAP cube” in this project requires additional comment: the model of OLAP 
cube in ASQL server stores aggregated data for the Cartesian products of all sub-
dimensions of OLAP cube (Figures 4 and 5).

To estimate the system performance for data import containing 57 952 opera-
tions (decrees) the following measures have been considered: computing time of 

Figure 4. Example of OLAP report for homogenous dimension of Time based on incomplete dice 
OLAP
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oLAp table (one process) takes 250 seconds; number of oLAp operations carried 
out: 5 275 770; and number of lines created in oLAp cube: 991 675, average number 
of calculated decrees in facts table was 231.8 decrees/second, average number of 
oLAp operation was 21 103.1 operations/second and average number of calculated 
Cartesian products per decree was 91. According to the functional requirements the 
system performances were considered acceptable. 

Transaction merging in SART
Module of transaction merging in SART delivers functionality that includes 

transformation of data from accounting system (decrees of bank’s General Ledger) 
(Figure 6) into bank transactions data model . In the implemented solution the pro-
cess of transactions merging uses table of dimensions of data warehouse General 
Ledger as a dictionary table for identifying accounts of transactions parties. Figure 6 
illustrates the definitions of accounts: source (ID: 11 625) and target (ID: 460), that 
correspond to the accounts in Figure 7 that shows the connections between data 
warehouse objects and OLAP application layer of system SART.

Summary
In this section we have discussed only crucial aspects of implementation that 

required non-standard processing in the context of currently used models and so-
lutions for OLAP data warehouse. Special attention was paid to the fact of techni-

Figure 5. Example of OLAP report with a view of General Ledger as heterogeneous dimension  
with enabled filling of partial OLAP cube (marked row)
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cal and logical marketability of OLAP cube. Taking into account logical aspect we  
should point out the fact of implementing OLAP cube that deals with heterogeneous 
dimension of General Ledger which undoubtedly is important. Structures of such 
type have not yet been supported in currently available models of OLAP data ware-
houses. Functionality of incomplete OLAP AQL cubes coincides completely with 
functionality of complete OLAP cubes. Assuming the size of designed OLAP cube 
to be 230 pB the raid storage device of 2 TB has been installed. 

Considering functional aspect of data warehouse, it was feasible to build a repo-
sitory of data that fully illustrates structure of General Ledger’s decrees. It should 
be noted that it is essential in data analysis because the primal categorisation of bank 
operations basing on General Ledger has been maintained. Therefore it was possible 
to obtain on the one hand automatic categorisation of bank transactions, and on the 
other – manual aggregation of data in accordance with General Ledger. It is impor-
tant to emphasise the fact of integrating two different logical models (accounting 
and transactional) into one coherent application model. 

Another essential aspect of this issue concerned the full exploitation of the func-
tionality of ROLAP Analytic Server SQL. In the implemented solution that func-
tionality has been used during definition process of bank transactions in respect to 
General Ledger data. In general, model of OLAP relational data warehouse included 
in Analytical Server SQL enables to use tables of dimensions as tables of relational 
database in the application layer. Thus, dimension of General Ledger data ware-

Figure 6. An example of transaction definition
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house has been used as a dictionary table during defining transactions in the entries 
concerning source and target accounts. This let us to obtain full integration between 
analytical layer (data warehouse and OLAP) and application layer in SART system. 
As a consequence of analysing bank transactions we can easily move to OLAP ana-
lyses of General Ledger’s decrees and back again. Interaction between those two 
logical models of data is essential during verification of analysed areas, for exam-
ple: does number of cash transactions selected for reporting contain all operations 
carried out by the bank including appropriate limitations (it can be checked in the 
OLAP cube through comparing number of appropriate decrees).

Figure 7. An example describing integration of the two models in SART system

Figure 7 shows an example of integration of two different data models:
A. Accounting model that concerns individual operations on the positions CR 

and DB;
B. Transaction model, in which data record contains information about accounts 

(number 1 in figure 7): source (ID decree: 281 187), target (ID decree: 281 188) and 
the amount of operation (number 2 on figure 7).

Merging two different models is possible using OLAP object identification func-
tion and General Ledger as a dictionary in the application layer.
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figure 8 indicates the position of the aggregated turnover on the account “Cur-
rent account in pLN” (account ID: 460), which was listed in figure 7A (the first 
item, account ID column “TDD_IDKT”). Thanks to applying object identification 
function, one can easily move from analysis of banking transactions (figure 8B) to 
OLAP analysis of decrees based on General Ledger.

figure 8. Extract of oLAp report in the context of the General Ledger

As a result of applying functions described in this article, system SART is able 
to analyse and discover money laundering transactions, notably:

through selection operation; due to extraction criteria indicating transactions of  –
above 15 000 euro;
through aggregation operation, enabling classical OLAP analysis; –
through clustering operation, that allows grouping predefined objects; –
through analysis of chains of transactions related to a particular chain of trans- –
actions.

6. Conclusions and future works

System presented in this paper is a complete and integrated analytical suite 
comprising of Analytical SQL Server (SQL database server with analytical exten-
sions) and SART application (database and client layer). SART is one of scalable 
and extensible systems. In standard configuration SART system does not need any 
supplementary components, application licenses or dedicated server licenses (e.g. 
orACLE, IBM DB2 or MS SQL Server or extra Windows server licenses etc.). 
It should also be noted that SART has been designed in accordance with guidelines 
on banking analysis determined in the EU Capital requirements Directive (CrD) 
or BASEL II Accord. Hence, data warehouse and suite of data registers in SART 
are oriented towards advanced banking analysis and management of market, credit 
analysis and evaluation of operational risk.

Further research and development of the Analytical SQL Server will be carried 
out, paying particular attention to its use in the area of AML using the SART sys-
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tem. Focusing on the most important issues, the works will concern the following 
topics:

standardisation of the data warehouse model OLAP with regard to compliance  –
with the classical model of OLAP;
standardisation of the ETL process with the SART model (ELT) and the applica- –
tion layer (the combination of Java and Eclipse, the script language Python);
development of Business Intelligence and Analytical Intelligence extensions, in  –
particular in the context of the analysis related to methodology Know your Cu-
stomer – KyC;
analysis of mapping Object/Relational model in SART system; –
application of solutions built-in SART to design financial monitoring based on  –
ASQL, General Ledger, including controlling, planning and budgeting;
research and evaluation of selected data mining algorithms, in particular cluste- –
ring, pattern recognition and interpretation of results.
To summarize, the presented technological approach offers new possibilities to 

build dynamic, adaptive and efficient systems capable to discover money laundering 
transactions.
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